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ABSTRACT

He examine the possible physical assumptions which can be made in
the heterotlc string theory in order to derive the vanishing of the
cosmological constant within the theory of nodular forms on the moduli space.
It seems that more mathematical information is needed to reach a definite
result.
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The problem of the vanishing of the cosmological constant in

the heterotic string theory at g i 1 loop order, g being the

genus of the underlying Riemann surfaces, has recently been consider-

ed by several authors.

It has been shown to occur by explict computation in ref. (2),

where also n (£3)-point amplitudes have been considered, as a con-

sequence of the Riemann 0 -identity. It is interesting to note that

this identity holds on the whole Siegel upper half plane, and not

only on the moduli space.

One would like to understand the underlying reasons for this

result, and to relate it both to the physical structure of the theory

and to the mathematical properties of the relevant line bundles on

the moduli space which emerge in its path integral formulation. A

strategy in this direction has been adopted in ref. (3)(4), where

for g = 1,2,3 and 4 the result has been established by using known

facts about the theory of modular forms on the Siegel upper half plane,

plus, for g = 4, Schottky's relation.

This strategy has been pursued in (5), where the vanishing of

the cosmological constant, at any g, for the heterotic theory has

been physically traced back to the nature of its ground state. Indeed,

the assumptions on the spectrum made there lead to ask for the exist-

ence of a modular form of weight eight on the compactified moduli

space HJlfL , with double zeros on all the components of the compactifi-
g

cation divisor A :

Since there exists no such a form, one can conclude that the string

( + )
partition function vanishes for any g.

(+) M. Cornalba informed us that the original "technical" bound

g <= 20 has been subsequently removed.
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The purpose of the present note is to rediscuss the above physical

assumptions and to consider in closer detail the relation between

the singularities on £^ and the nature of the spectrum of the the-

ory, together with the possible related divergences. We point out

an issue where, differently from ref. (5), no definite statement

can be obtained, as far as we know, about the vanishing of the cos-

mological constant.

To illustrate the main points, let us start by considering

the bosonic string case. Its partition function can be written in

the following form(6j

F(t,t)

where t is a set of 3g-3 normal coordinates on TTl and

the period matrix. As shown in ref. (6,7), F(t,t) is the modulus

square of a holotnorphic function (actually a form) \{t) on

: F(t.t) •* £ (t)< ̂  (t) . It is amusing to notice that

this latter fact allows, by a correct use of the algebraic

geometric results of ref. (6,9), to compute the asymptotic behaviour

of ^ on /\ .We recall here that going on -A means letting

some t —» 0, in particular £jko means shrinking a handle geodesic,

> a dividing one. The result is that C (t) ~* t~ on any

components of / j . The same conclusion can be reached by explicit-

ly evaluating the asymptotics of the determinants involved in F.

In order to discuss divergences in eq.(l) one has to take into

account also the behaviour of of detlm-Q. ; on Atf , detIm.Q~ <-ln |tl),

whereas on A . it stays bounded.

Concentrating on a given t -• 0, taking into account the above

results and imposing the L « L constraint, one can write down the
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b
following behaviours for Z :

e

(3,

From eqs.(2),{3) one sees that the leading n=-2 term produces always

a divergence, whereas the n=-l one is divergent only on ^ .. One

has correspondingly the well-known physical interpretation in terms

of the tachyon and dilaton states of the bosonic string.

The physical interpretation is perhaps more neatly exposed if

one goes over Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates ( X^ 01;) i=l,,..f 3g~3 for

Mfft . which are a sort of "proper time" variables: X are the in-
£ i

verse of the hyperbolic lengths of some basic geodesic on the Riemann

surface, whereas d, . are twist angles supported by them. One has the

following relation^ ^

; as ti-*O. (4)

Taking this into account, we can rewrite eqs.(2) and (3) as:

(5)
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Notice the shift n_* n+1 from eqs.(2)(3) to eqs.(5)(6). The (mass) of the

states is 4R(n+l) and ao n «-2 corresponds to the tachyon and n«-l to the

dilaton. The physical reason why the Btate n«-l does not give diver-

gence on A iB that Z J corresponds to a loop integration where

o o

the large phase space makes harmless the infrared behaviour of the

massless propagator.

Let us consider now the heterotic string case. It has been

shown in ref.{6), after some non trivial preparatory work, that its

partition function can be cast in the following convenient form:

1J ******* ^TT U/Z (7)

where ^ is tne same object considered before, y is holomorphic

in t , it remains bounded and in general different from zero as t-» 0.

t , coming from the right moving ten dimensional sector, is anti-

holomorphic in t ; the important point is that £ is a weight

eight nodular form under the action of the aymplectic modular group.

As before, for t-» 0:

oo

^ j (8)



whereas for £ we put in general

Consequently one has in the two cases i\ , /\
o 1

K.t*o

We have indicated by R,S the residues of the singularities . The

constraint L = L imposes R+/-2=k-2 — n in eqs. (10), (11). The

2 ° ° " 2
(mass) of the particles is related to n as before: m = 47T(n+l),C)thus requiring massless ground state amounts having generically

n*-l. This implies Q = +1 and from eq.(9) a simple zero for £

as t -> 0.

As far as we know, there is no definite result about the exist

ence of such forms for arbitrary genus. For g ̂  4 it is known ' ,

as mentioned before, that there is no weight eight form which vanish

es on i\ and it has been conjectured in ref.(3) that this result

should be valid for any g. If this is confirmed, it would mean that

imposing the absence of the tachyon requires the vanishing of the

vacuum amplitude, without need of explicitly demanding finiteness.

(•) The tachyon is expected to be removed in the heterotic string,
but it is not straightforward to verify that this is actually

(13)true for arbitrary genus.
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One could be more restrictive and enforce finiteness: this

implies for f a simple zero on ^^ and a double zero on £\ .

These requirements amount to impose the decoupling of the zero mass

states in the tadpole configuration only (whereas one has to expect

their propagation in the loops). We do not know presently whether

even this more restrictive requirement is enough to force the form

to be zero on£
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